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Geometry Structures and Object Boundary Appearance Textures and Repeating PatternsImage Inpainting has many applications in the industry, 
like object removal, photo retouching, and old photo 
restoration.

Still, current methods struggle at image completion 
with reaslistic textures and structures simultaneously.

LaMa generates fading out structures with large masks 
and CoModGAN performs poorly with novel textures 
and man-made repeating patterns.

To solve this issue, we propose the FcF-Inpainting 
framework that augments the powerful comodulated 
StyleGAN2 generator with the high receptiveness ability 
of FFC to achieve equally good performance on both 
textures and structures.

METHODOLOGY
We design a Fourier Coarse-to-Fine (FcF) generator architecture with 
FaF-Synthesis (FaF-Syn) module to tackle the structure and texture 
generation problems.

The convolutional layers inside the FaF-Syn are co-modulated using 
the encoded features and style mapping of the latent noise vector.

The FaF-Syn module uses a FaF-Res block which is composed of two 
FFC layers with a residual connection.

On the one hand, comodulation helps the network in generating 
realistic structures in large hole regions and on the other hand, the 
FFC layers inside FaF-Res blocks capture the global information 
required for generating patterns and textures.

We use the same Mapping and residual Discriminator networks as 
StyleGAN2. Our Encoder follows the same structure as the StyleGAN2 
discriminator but without the residual connections.

NON-TRIVIALITY of Faf-Syn DESIGN

INTRODUCTION

Using FaF-Syn module with resolution lower than 32 ✕ 32 leads to 
divergence during training.
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To prove the non-trivial nature our Faf-Syn structure’s design, we 
conduct experiments with various other structure alternatives.

We find that our FaF-Syn shows the best performance proving the 
necessity of merging X and X

skip 
before feeding those into the FaF-Syn 

module.

TRAINING
We use a total of three losses:

● Adversarial Loss with R1 

Regularization.

● High Receptive Field 

Perceptual loss. 

● Pixelwise Reconstruction Loss.

We train our models on the 

Places2 and CelebA-HQ datasets 

for a total of 25M images.

 VISUAL RESULTS
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QUANTITATIVE RESULTS
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CONCLUSION
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 User Study with 512×512 images on 150 images from 
Places2 dataset.

 Quantitative Comparisons to various baselines using 
256×256 images on the Places2 and CelebA-HQ dataset.

● Our User Preference is the best, further 

demonstrating our better visual quality.

● FcF-inpainting achieves SOTA performance on 

the CelebA-HQ dataset. 

This work tackles the persistent challenges 

of synthesizing fair structures and textures 

in the hole regions. 

We propose a Fourier Coarse-to-Fine (FcF) 

Inpainting framework that unites the 

receptive power of fast fourier convolutions 

to capture global repeating textures with 

the co-modulated coarse-to-fine generator 

to generate realistic image structures.


